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Company also holds first energy neutral, multi-venue event with Salt Lake City's convention center and receives award

as a top green business in Utah
 
 

PROVO, Utah, Oct. 10, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- Nu Skin, a global leader in premium-quality beauty and wellness products, today introduced its areas of
focus for sustainability and several key initiatives. This announcement was made in front of more than 10,000 of Nu Skin's sales leaders at its Nu Skin
LIVE global sales convention, which will also be the first Salt Palace Convention Center event to be 100 percent energy neutral across multiple
venues.

 
 

 
 

Nu Skin CEO Ritch Wood identified three areas of focus for the company's sustainability efforts: People, Planet and Product. "People are at the heart
of everything we do at Nu Skin, and improving the lives of people will only happen when we become better stewards of our planet and continue to
develop products that are made from the best possible combination of quality ingredients and innovative technology," said Wood. "We want to ensure
that the footprint we leave at LIVE and in everything we do is a green one."

Wood also introduced five specific pledges Nu Skin is making toward its sustainability efforts:

 

 
Nu Skin will create an environmental impact scoring system, and the company's top 20 products will have an improved
environmental impact score by the end of 2020.
 
Nu Skin will assess and score 100 percent of its products beginning to end, mindfully making changes to benefit the planet
by 2023.
 
Nu Skin will change all its packaging to be reusable, recyclable, recycled, refillable or recoverable before 2030.
 
Nu Skin is aspiring to build a global network of zero-waste facilities to reduce its carbon footprint.
 



Nu Skin will invest at least 50 percent of its Foundation giving in communities and people that are providing essential
resources to our planet and its inhabitants.
 

 

In addition, Nu Skin LIVE 2019 will be the first multi-venue event with the Salt Palace that is energy neutral. Nu Skin and the Salt Palace are working
together to offset the event's energy footprint at all the venues involved (Nu Skin corporate campus, Vivint Smart Home Arena and Salt Palace)
through energy reduction efforts and solar renewable energy credits. Through these programs, an estimated 160 metric tons of carbon emissions will
be offset. This is the equivalent of nearly 400,000 miles not driven by a car, or more than 2,600 trees grown for ten years. 

Nu Skin is also projected to divert 75 percent of the event's waste from the landfill by reusing, recovering, recycling and donating materials that would
normally be thrown away including food, materials, swag, event props and more. As part of these waste-reducing efforts, Nu Skin is supporting Utah
Food Services and its food rescue initiatives by donating all excess food to the organization.

Nu Skin has always pledged to use quality ingredients and demonstrate responsible sourcing for its products to move forward its mission of being a
force for good in the world. The company has also had many sustainability initiatives over the years, which are being recognized this month with a
2019 Green Business Award from Utah Business magazine, a program that honors local companies and individuals that are putting forth major efforts
towards environmental sustainability.

"We created these initiatives because we care about the impact that we are making on the world and on the environment and to bring more focus to
our sustainability efforts. We look forward to doing even more; to continue putting forth efforts and making improvements to become a leader in
sustainability," continued Wood.

To learn more and follow Nu Skin's efforts and goals toward sustainability, visit nuskin.com/sustainability.

About Nu Skin
Founded 35 years ago, Nu Skin develops and distributes innovative consumer products, offering a comprehensive line of premium-quality beauty and
wellness solutions. The company builds upon its scientific expertise in both skin care and nutrition to continually develop innovative product brands
that include the Nu Skin® personal care brand, the Pharmanex® nutrition brand, and most recently, the ageLOC® anti-aging brand. The ageLOC
brand has generated a loyal following for such products as the ageLOC LumiSpa skin cleansing and treatment device, ageLOC Youth nutritional
supplement, the ageLOC Me® customized skin care system, as well as the ageLOC TR90® weight management and body shaping system. Nu Skin
sells its products through a global network of sales leaders in Asia, the Americas, Europe, Africa and the Pacific. As a long-standing member of direct
selling associations globally, Nu Skin is committed to the industry's consumer guidelines that protect and support those who sell and purchase its
products through the direct selling channel. Nu Skin International is a wholly owned subsidiary of Nu Skin Enterprises, Inc., which is traded on the New
York Stock Exchange under the symbol (NYSE: NUS). More information is available at nuskin.com.
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